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Trade Fairs = New Stuff
In the past few weeks we attended 2 trade fairs looking for stock ideas. We placed many orders and deliveries
have already started to arrive. Here is a selection of recent arrivals. Check out our stuff…
Linen Tester / Stamp Scope
The Complete Fishing Bible
Unfold and sit on a stamp or
Everything you need to know
similar small item to examine
about fishing in Australia, with
details. Has a 10mm scale for
boating
and
tackle
tips,
reference within view. All
information about the bests rods
metal and glass construction.
to use, fishing identification and
Folds up very small: 13mm x
recipes. Full colour photography
35mm x 23mm $29.95
in this 400 page large format
hardcover. $49.95
Wine Saver, Coffee Saver, Nut Saver
Star Wars Lego AT-AP Walker
All Terrain Attack Pod of the
Republic! Extend the retractable
stabilizer leg, open the roof or
side doors to access the cockpit,
New models and old favourites from Vacuvin.
top-mounted
heavy
blaster
Pump the air out of an opened wine bottle to extend
cannon.
Includes 2 clone
its shelf life. Store coffee, nuts or other foods under
troopers. Lego#7671 $69.95
vacuum to prevent the oxidation which detracts
Jigsaw: Planet Earth Photomosaic
from the flavour. Various shapes and sizes.
1000 piece puzzle. Completed size is
Tinplate Toys
73cm x 48.6cm. Photomosaic jigsaws
are where the picture is made up
from many many tiny images. $29.95

A new batch of tinplate toy robots, childrens’ toys,
collectables and gadgets is expected soon. There is
something so nostalgic about tinplate robots and
other toys. $5 to $150
Brass Pocket Telescope
25x35 monocular scope, 4
sliding brass stages. As
used by pirates of yore.
Quality glass lenses to
produce a clear image.
Includes vinyl case and tabletop tripod. $79.95
Skoona Moova
Jack of All Trays
Plastic palm sized fold out
tray for carrying 4 beers or
coffees in one hand. Will
hold schooner or middy
glasses, regular or large
takeaway coffee cups, and plastic cups. $7.95

Doctor Who The Time
Travelling Action Game
Locate and defeat the
Doctor's foes. Time is
unstable, however, and so as
the board spins and shifts the
continuum, your enemies
reappear in different dimensions! Electronic
revolving game board, Tardis model with light and
sound effects. $69.95
Blast Match Firestarter
The best firestarter we have
come across. Spring loaded
rare earth flint bar with
embedded tungsten carbide
striker. Single handed operation. Works even when
wet. Made in USA, this is a quality outdoor tool.
Produces a spectacular shower of sparks. $49.95
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